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5

Abstract6

In this paper, our work is devoted to systematic study of actions theories by using a logical7

formalism based on a first order language increased by operators whose main is to facilitate8

the representation of causal and temporal relationships between actions and their effects as9

well as causal and temporal relationships between actions and events. In Allen and10

Mc-Dermott? formalisms, we notice that notions of past, present and future do not appear in11

the predicate Ecause. How to affirm that effects don?t precede causes? To use the concept of12

temporality without limiting themselves to intervals, we enrich our language by an operator13

defined on time-elements Our formalism avoids an ambiguity like: effect precedes cause. The14

originality of this work lies in proposal for a formalism based on equivalence classes. We also15

defined an operator who allows us to represent the evolutions of the universe for various16

futures and pasts. These operators allow to represent the types of reasoning which are17

prediction, explanation and planning. we propose a new ontology for causal and temporal18

representation of actions/events. The ontology used in our formalism consists of facts, events,19

process, causality, action and planning.20

21

Index terms— Artificial Intelligence, Description Logic, Knowledge Representation, Reasoning on the22
Actions, Spatio-Temporal Logic, Temporal Logic.23

1 INTRODUCTION24

he temporal reasoning consists to formalize the notion of time and to provide means to represent and reason on25
the temporal aspects of knowledge. To describe the properties of the good performance of applications, temporal26
logics are formalisms well adapted , in particular by their capacity to express the scheduling of actions/events in27
time.28

Classic logics are unsuited to temporal reasoning. One of the weaknesses of these logics is that the material29
implication takes account neither of temporal scheduling between causes and effect, nor of monotony of causal30
reasoning.31

The causal reasoning is a non monotonous temporal reasoning. Concept of cause is usually used in daily life,32
we frequently attribute to people and to objects a causal capacity compared to the events. The human use their33
knowledge on relations on causes/effect type to reason on current situations of the life and to make decisions34
which generally determine the choice of actions to carry out to reach desirable effects or to avoid undesirable35
effects.36

Temporal logics having retained researchers attention are Allen and Mc-Dermott’s logics . They are the most37
important formalisms of temporal representation. The time representations can be characterized by the primitive38
objects which they consider. Allen developed a temporal motor specialized (time specialist) to manage relations39
between temporal aspects of knowledge and on this basis he conceived a temporal logic. The Allen temporal40
motor’s role is the management of relations between the intervals. Its ontology is constitute of properties, events41
and process.42
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4 B) CAUSALITY ATEMPORAL REPRESENTATION

Mc-Dermott proposed a formalism of causality, action and planning. For causality, he mentioned the43
qualification problem of a cause and the persistence problem of a fact. He pointed out that a solution of44
these problems is in a good formalization of the non monotonous reasoning.45

In Allen and Mc-Dermott formalism’s, we notice that notions of past, present and future do not appear in the46
predicate Ecause. How can one know if Ecause (p, e 1 , e 2 , r, d 1 , d 2 ) means that the event e 1 is always47
followed event e 2 after a time included in the interval (d 1 , d 2 ), occurred in the past, present or future? How48
to affirm that effects preceding step causes?49

We are interested by an agentive design of causality, closely related to the concept of action whose modelling50
must include two fundamental aspects: -Temporal aspect at the representative level (the cause must precede the51
effect) and, -Non monotonous aspect on the functional level of the causal relations (an effect must have a cause).52
The design of adopted causality is from the formalization of the causal and temporal reasoning.53

Our work is devoted to systematic study of actions theories by using a logical formalism based on a first54
order language increased by operators whose main aim is to facilitate the representation of causal and temporal55
relationships between actions and their effects as well as causal and temporal relationships between actions and56
events. Our formalism avoids an ambiguity like: effect precedes cause. formalism based on equivalence classes.57
We also defined an operator who allows us to represent the universe evolutions for futures and passed varied.58
These operators allow to represent the types of reasoning which are prediction, the explanation and planning.59

We propose a new ontology for causal and temporal representation of actions/events. The ontology used in60
our formalism consists of facts, events, process, causality, action and planning.61

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we establish the formal background that will be62
used throughout this paper. In section 3, we propose a new ontology for causal and temporal representation63
of actions/events. The ontology used in our formalism consists of facts, events, process, causality, action and64
planning. In section 4, we define syntax and semantics of our temporal logic ? C . We also define the valuation in65
the following cases: ? Case of the effects/events which require the realization of several actions at the same time.66
In this case, we represent the set of the actions occurred at the same time by the equivalence class of an action67
which is the representative of the class. ? Case of an action which is repeated in different time-element (process).68
We represent the set of the time-elements by the equivalence class of a timeelement which is the representative69
of the class. ? Case of the competitive actions. We have two possibilities for the choice.70

(i) Temporal choice (ii) Economic choice Section 5 is devoted to completude and in section 6 we conclude with71
a general idea of researches on actions theory.72

2 II.73

3 LANGUAGE, NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY a) Intro-74

duction75

Within the framework of the formalization of an approach symbolic system for the temporal and causal reasoning,76
and inspired by work of ??Allen, ??4, ??[1], ??McDermott, ??2][3] and ??Kayser and Mokhtari, ??8][4], we77
propose a temporal causal formalism to reason on events and actions ??Mamache, 2010][5].78

The language is composed of two nival: ? To represent static information, the first level consists of a first79
order language with equality. ? the second level includes the predicates with temporal variables to represent80
dynamic information.81

? Connectors: :;_; ^;¾ and ¾c (causal implication) ? Two signs of quantification noted 9 (existential82
quantifier) and 8 ( universal quantifier). ? A symbol of equality, which we will note ´ to distinguish it from the83
sign =.84

? A countable infinite collection of propositional variable. ? A set of operational signs or symbols functional.85
? Three unary temporal operators: P k (past), F k (future), and P 0 (present). ? The expressions are the86

symbol strings on this alphabet. ? The set of the formulas noted ? is by definition the smallest set of expressions87
which checks the following conditions :88

? ? contains the propositional variables.89
? A set of elements called symbols of individuals.90
? If A and B are elements of ? it is the same for :A and A ¾c B.91
? If A is an element of ? it is the same for P k A, F k A and P 0 A.92
To introduce causality J. Allen [1][2] uses the following formula:93
Ecause (p 1 ,i 1 ,p 2 ,i 2 ). It expresses, thus, the fact that p 1 which occurs in i 1 caused the event p 2 which94

occurs in i 2 .95
Like Allen, we use the predicate Ecause to express that an action a is the cause of an event e.96

4 b) Causality Atemporal Representation97

In the following e designate an effect of the action a or an event caused by the action a.98
To express that an action a is the cause of an event e or an effect of a, as Allen, we use the predicate Ecause(a;e).99

? If a is not the cause of e, we use ¬ Ecause (a; e). In this case, the realization of e is due to another action. ?100
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If a is the cause of the not realization of e, we use Ecause (a; ¬ e). ? If e is not realized because the action a is101
not executed, we use Ecause ( ¬a; ¬e). In this case a is a direct cause of e.102

The actions seem first argument of the Ecause predicate.103
The case where several actions a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a m are the cause of the same effect or a single event is expressed104

by the formula: Ecause (a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a m ; e) defined by Ecause (a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a m ; e) ? Ecause(a 1 ;e) ^... ^Ecause105
(a m ; e) where a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a m are the atemporal expressions of actions type.106

5 c) Causality Temporal Representation107

If a is a temporal expression of action type we use the following formulas :108
? t ? a if a is produced in the past at the element of time t.109
? a ? t if a it happens in the future at the element of time t.110
We will keep the same notations in the case of an event (or effect) e :111
? e ? t for the future.112
? t ? e for the past. If a is an action carried out in t? then the predicate Ecause (a.t?; e.t) expresses the fact113

that a carried out in t? is the cause of e true in t.114
This notation avoids an ambiguity like:an action which will occur in the future in t? is the cause of the event115

e which occurred in the past in t (the effect precedes the cause). Thus the expression Ecause (a.ta?; t.e) does116
not have a ’sense’.117

An action can be instantaneous as it can be carried out during in a certain interval of time ??Knight, ??8][6],118
??Knight, ??7] [7]. Consequently, the points and the intervals are necessary to express the execution time of an119
action.120

We call time-element an interval or a point of time. Therefore, an action operates during a timeelement121
??Knight, ??8] { Dur F (a ? t) = 0 if a is? Ecause (a i1 .t i1 ) ^Ecause (a i2 .t i2 ) ^... ^Ecause (a is .t is ;e.t) j122
= s ? ^Ecause (a ij .t ij ;e.t). j = 1123

The basic sets are: a) A a set of the actions, b) E a set of the events/effects, and c) T a set of the time-elements.124
To represent the connection which links a n to its effect/events, we define the following application : Definition125

2.13? ev : A ? E a ? ev (a) ? e.126
If event/effect requires several actions a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a m , we define: Definition 2.14? ev : A × A × ... × A ? E127

a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a m (a 1 ^a 1 ^... ^a m ) ? e.128
The function which associates to an action a the time-element t a in which it is carried out is defined as129

follows:Definition 2.15 f a : A ? T a f a (a) ? t a .130
We defines the function which associates to an event e the time-element t e of which it is carried out by:131

Definition 2.16 f e : E ? T e f a (e) ? t e .132
An action causes an event/effects after a time allowed Î?”t. t e = t a + Î?”t. If Î?”t = 0 the action a and the133

event e occur at the same time. A point of time of the succession answers the rule ’there are no effects without134
cause’, it is the result of a relation ’cause to effect’.135

An annal of time is a convex unit, completely ordered in bijection with the axis of reals. A NEW ONTOLOGY136
TO137

6 REPRESENT CAUSAL AND TEMPORAL RELATION-138

SHIPS BETWEEN ACTIONS AND EVENTS/EFFECTS139

The ontology used in our language consists of effects, events and process. a) Fact A fact p is true in a point of140
time or interval. The notation True (p,t) expresses that the fact p is true in the time-element t.141

7 b) Event142

An event is carried out in a time-element. In the case of an interval, the events are true in the intervals where143
they are defined. They are not defined in the subintervals.144

8 c) Processus145

The processes are defined on intervals. If a process is true on an interval, it is true also on all subintervals of this146
interval.147

9 d) Causality148

An event causes another event.149
If150

10 e) Action and Planning151

We are still inspired by Allen’s work, an action is carried out by an agent and it produces an event/effect.152
Planning consists to defining a sequence of actions to be carried out by an agent to solve a general or specific153
problem. In addition to the construction of a sequence of obligatory or optional actions, J.Allen uses the concept154
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14 B)

of belief and intentionality. He proposes the following principles: a) An agent S carries out an intentionally action155
a if and only if: -the agent carries out the action in a given interval; b) The action belongs a plan that the agent156
had been committed carrying out during a given time interval.157

J.Allen [1] is limited to the intervals.To use concept of temporality in planning and without limiting themselves158
with the intervals, we enrich our language by an operator noted ?. Our operator is defined on timeelements.159
Definition 3.1: t 1 ? t 2 is defined if there are two actions a 1 and a 2 taking place in t 1 and t 2 respectively160
and which are the cause of an event (or effect) e carried out in a point of time t.161

11 This operator has the following characteristics:162

? The operator ? is internal if t 2 T (the agent must act so that the event or effect takes place in timeelement t163
belonging to T ). ? The operator is commutative if the order of the actions does not intervene (the agent is free164
to start with any action). We denote: t 1 ? t 2 ? t 2 ? t 1 .165

J. A. Pinto ??Pinto, ??4] [8] established in his thesis a relation between events, actions and situations but he166
finds it more convenient to establish a relation between events, actions which occur for the realization of these167
events and the time when they are carried out. In our approach, we establish a relation between events, actions168
who occur for the realization of these events and time when they are carried out.169

To express the fact that the actions ( a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a m ) 2 A ×...× A which take place respectively, t 1 , t 2 ,...,170
t m are the cause of an event e carried out in t 2 T, we define the following diagram: Definition 3.2 :171

where ’ ( a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a m ) = ( f 1 ( a 1 ), f 2 ( a 2 ),...,f m ( a m172
)), f i (a i ) =t i 8 i 2 1,2,...,m and h a function defined as follows:h : T ×T ×...×T ? T h(t 1 ,t 2 ,?,?,?,t m )173

= t 1 ? t 2 ? ? ? ? ? t m ? t.174
h is defined if there exist actions a 1 ,a 2 ,?,?,?,a m carried out respectively in t 1 ,t 2 ,?,?,?,t m which gave175

place to e realized in t.A × A × ... × A ?ev ? ???? ? E ? ? ? 6 T × T × ... × T ? ??? ? T176
The intervening order of the actions in some events plays a significant role; like carrying out an action before177

another, reproduction of an action (process) or to carry out several actions at the same time. This led us to178
introduce operators on the actions. These operators define constraints over time. ??efinition 3.3 : We define on179
T a relation of precedence noted R c as follow: t 1 Rc t 2 or rather t 1 precedes t 2 if the action a 1 must occur180
before the action a 2 (a 1 and a 2 being the actions which are the cause of e). Proposition 3.4 : ( T, R c ) is a181
strict order temporal framework. ( T, R c ) has the discretion property , than ( T, R c ) is a discrete temporal182
framework provided with a strict order.183

12 f) Temporal Relationships between Events184

An event can be the cause of one or more events in the future as it is often due to one or more events which185
proceeded in the past.186

To represent this, we define the following operator which can be used to represent the effects, post and pre187
conditions for an action. Concept time present, past and future is represented by a relative entirety k such as: ?:188
?×T ? T ( k, t ) ? ( k, t) ? k ? t ? If k = 0, then k?t = 0 t where 0 t = t 1 ?t 2 ?????t m is time-element189

where e occurs at the present and where m is the number of actions which are the cause of e true in 0 t. We190
denote e = P 0 e.? If k > 0 then k ? t = k t191

where k t is time-element where the event F k e will occur in the future and which is due to e carried in192
The operator F k will allow us to enumerate all effects/events that proceed in the future whereby e is the cause193
(ramification) and the operator P k e will allow us to enumerate all precondition/ events which proceeded in194
the past and which gave place to e. The operator ? may give us the possibility of representing the continuous195
evolutions of the universe for varied futures (prediction) or past (diagnostic). It may allow the representation196
of the actions and their effects as well as the types of reasoning which are the prediction, the explanation and197
planning. The theorems of L c are by definition all the formulas deductible from the axioms by using the rules198
of deductions. In particular all the theorems of propositional calculus are theorems.0 t = t 1 ?t 2 ?????t m ? If199
k < 0 then k ? t = k t200

13 Semantic of L c201

In the semantic of propositional calculus, an assignment of values of truth V is an application, that each202
propositional variable associates a value of truth.203

14 b)204

An assignment of value of truth describes a state of the world. Definition 4.1: A valuation V on a temporal205
framework (T,R) is a function of set of the propositional variables in the set of the parts of T. Definition 4.2 : A206
model of temporal logic is the data of a temporal framework (T,R) and a valuation V defined on this temporal207
framework. We note M = (T,R,V).208

In the case of L c , we choose as variable propositional the actions whose effect occurs in a timeelement t or209
actions which are the cause so that an event e is true in a time-element t. Definition 4.3 : Let V c the valuation210
defined on the framework temporal (T,Rc) :V c : A ! P (T) ai211
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V c (ai) = T i = {t i /a i trueint i } t i is the time-element when the action a i occurs so that the event e is212
true in 0 t = t 1 ? t 2 ? ???? t m or the effect e occurs in 0 t. The action a i thus, occurs only once in T then T213
i = {t i } .214

If T i is empty then, a i is not true in t i or a was not carried out consequently e will not take place in 0 t.215
Definition 4.4 :1. V c P 0 e = V c (e) = V c (a 1 ^???^a m ) = def V c (a 1 ) ? ??? ? V c (a m ) ? {t 1 } ? {t2}216
? ??? ? {t m } ? { 0 t} 2. V c {¬a i } = T ? V c {a i } = T ? T i 3.217

As e is due to the actions a 1 ,a 2 , ??? ,a m , thus, if there is k such as an action a k does not take place,218
this would inevitably involve non-achievement of e (or that e will not be true in { 0 t} accordingly :V c {e} = V219
c {a 1 ^??? ^¬a k ^??? ^a m }= V c {a 1 } ? ??? ? V c {¬a k } ? ??? ? V c {a m }= T 1 ? ??? ? {T k } ?220
??? ? T m ? T ? V c (e) .221

4. The effect/event e can give place to several effect/events in the future (ramification) noted F k e, k ? 1,222
and each effect/event will occur in a timeelement k t with the following condition:t i R c 0 t R c k t and 0 t = t223
1 ? t 2 ? ??? ? t m then V c (F k e) = { k t /t i R c 0 t R c k t , 0 t = t 1 ? t 2 ? ??? ? t m }.224

2012 April ? 8 a 2 S, a R a? â??” a is better than a?.225
An action a is the best element of S if a is better than all other actions for the realization of an event e.226
Temporal choice (i) 8 a 2 S, a ? a? expresses that a is the first achieved action. So, it is the action chosen by227

the agent, (ii) 8a 2 S, a ? a? expresses that a is the least durative action)228
(iii) 8 a 2 S, a ? a? expresses a is the most urgent action.229
Economic choice (i) 8a 2 S, a ? a? expresses that a the least expensive action in carried out independently of230

time, (ii) 8 a 2 S, a ? a? expresses that a is the simplest action in carried out independently of time.231
The corresponding valuation is defined as follows:232
Vc : A ? P(T) a Vc(a) = {ta/a true inta} V c (a) = {ta} if a? is negligible in front of a if not V c (a) = ;.233
We can generalize this with several actions a 1 ,a 2 , ??? , a m . V c (a i ) = {t ai } if a j is negligible in front234

of a i for any j ? i if not V c (a i ) = set.235
V.236

15 COMPLETUDE237

: Is Axiomatic L c complete for the class K of the temporal framework? For that, we must show the validity :238
Are the theorems valid formulas ? Theorem 5.1 (Mamache,2011) [12] Any theorem of L c is a valid formula in239
the class K of the temporal framework. It should be checked that:240

1) The axioms of L c are valid formulas in K.241
2) The rules of deductions preserve the validity of the formulas : if their arguments are valid, their result is242

true.243

16 VI. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEM244

Some basic concepts emerge in the existing actions formalisms, as causality and time. They are difficult to245
express in a first order language. We propose a logical formalism based on a first order language to which we246
add operators to represent multiples futures and multiples pasts. Furthermore, these operators allow to describe247
pre-conditions and effects of an action. They allow the representation of the prediction, explanation and planning.248

The principal contribution of this work is the simplification of the representation of causal and ? temporal249
relationships between actions and their effects as well as the causal and temporal relationships between actions250
and events. We used the classes of equivalence to represent the execution time of a process and the execution251
time of competitive actions. We propose a new ontology for causal and temporal representation of actions/events.252
The ontology used in our formalism consists of facts, events, process, causality, action and planning.253

Although this work is located in axis of theoretical study of knowledge reasoning, we can hope that this study254
will be used as a basis on which theories of action can be established. It can be prolonged in several directions.255

? A track which appears very important consists in representing temporal relationships of the causes of events256
if these causes are complex actions/events. We plan a matrix representation to enrich our formalism.257

? Inspired of action modeling formalisms, more precisely of action theory and Allen’s time ??Allen, ??4][1],258
Galton ??Galton, 2009][15]has combined a space theory with a temporal theory. The primitive entities of Galton259
are moments and intervals but he does not consider the cases where the regions are separate in the future and260
the past.261

Inspired by our ontology, we envisage a new ontology to represent space-time relationships between objects262
and regions where the events will be the changes caused by the various positions of the objects. Our formalism263
could be used to facilitate space-time representation of objects positions. This logic allows to study the evolution264
of the relative positions between entities during time.265

? F.Baader and al ??Baader, 2005][16]propose an action formalism based on description logics (Dls). H.Strass266
and M.Thielscher [11] study the integration of two prominent fields of logic-based AI: action formalisms and267
non-monotonic reasoning. ? H. Liu ??Liu, 2010][18] have investigated updates of ABoxes in DLs and analyzed268
their computational behavior. The main motivation for this en-deavor is to establish the theoretical foundations269
of progression in action theory based on DLs and to provide support for reasoning about action in DLs. Within270
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16 VI. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEM

the framework of integration description logics in action formalism, we envisage to integrating description logics271
in our temporal formalism.272

? The information extraction (IE) is an important subject of research in Natural Languages Automatic273
Processing .274

The analysis of named entities (EN) ??Ehrmann, 2008][14] is generally focused on the traditional concepts of275
place, organization, person or dates. The events are rarely considered, but they have a great importance for the276
usual The temporal reference marks of biographical information allow to replace a fact in its context and to order277
it compared with other events by using our operators F K and P K . A good exploitation of our approach will278
certainly make it possible to obtain a functional and satisfactory solution with the problems encountered within279
the framework of the extraction and the information management. ? In medical applications, our formalism can280
to be used to describe states of the world, such as data of patients. In this context, the actions can be used to281
represent diagnostic and therapeutic of the processing of patient treatment. ? Several experimental works will282
certainly make it possible to enrich this work in particular, like implementing an interface to represent expressions283
of temporal actions type and events temporal type based on our formalism. This work would allow to describe284
several applications and to compare them with other formalisms. 1 2

3

Figure 1: Example 2. 3 a
285

1© 2012 Global Journals Inc. (US) Global Journal of Computer Science and Technology Volume XII Issue
VII Version I

2© 2012 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Figure 2:

17

Figure 3: 17 :

Figure 4: ?
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16 VI. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEM

1

Figure 5: Figure 1 :

an application from T ? A to IR + ) defined by [Knight,
98][6],[Knight, 97] [7].:
Dur P (t ? a) = 0 if a is an instantaneous action, thus,

t is a point of time .
Dur P (t ? a) > 0 if a is a durative action, thus, t is an interval.
The primitive temporal entities are time-elements.
Ecause (am.t m ; e.t).
Example 2.10 : Ecause (January. prepare one’s paper,
send paper.April,..., travelling. 15May;
Communicate.18 June) ? Ecause (January. prepare
one’s paper; communicate.18 June) ^...^Ecause (travelling.15 May;communicate.18 June).
Example 2.11 : The fact of travelling on Monday to
communicate on Wednesday can be expressed as
follows :
a) Ecause(travelling. Monday; communicate
.Wednesday) expresses: the agent will travel on
Monday in order to communicate on Wednesday.
b) Ecause( Monday.traveling; communicate.
Wednesday) expresses: the agent travelled on
Monday in order to communicate on Wednesday.
c) Ecause( Monday.travelling; Wednesday.
communicate) expresses: the agent travelled on
Monday and communicated on Wednesday.

[Note: ?]

Figure 6:

Figure 7:

Figure 8:
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April ? 5. the event e can be due to several events P k e which occurred in the past and each event P k e286
occurred in a time-element k t with the following condition: We also define the valuation in the following cases :287

? Case of the effects/events require the realization of several actions at the same time. For that we define on288
A a relation defined as follows :289

Definition 4.5 :290
It will ,thus, be said that a 1 and a 2 are in relation if they occur in even time. (a), i(t 1 ) = {t 1 } and291

s(a) =a= {a ? ? A/a?R c a} is the class of equivalence of a, it contains all the actions which occur at the same292
time as a, ImV c = {s(a), a 2 A }is a subset of P(T) and A/R c is the set of the classes of equivalence of the293
elements of A, it contains the’ packages’ of actions or the subset of actions which are carried out at the same294
time in other words, the actions which occur at the same time is gathered in subsets of A in the form of classes295
called equivalence classes and each class is represented by an action, the time-element when this action is carried296
out is the timeelements of all the other actions of the class.297

We can, thus, represent the set of the actions occurred at the same time by the equivalence classes of an298
action that is the representative of the class. We associate to this class only one time-element. This simplifies299
the temporal representation of actions/events.300

? Case of an action which is repeated in different time-element (process). Let Definition 4.8 :301
We define on T a relation :302
it will ,thus, be said that t 1 and t 2 are in relation if the same action a occurs in t 1 and t 2 . Proposition303

4.9 : R c is a relation of equivalence. _Therefore, we represent the set of the timeelements when an action is304
repeated by the class of equivalence of a time-element that is the representative of the class. For this case one305
defines a valuation. Definition 4.11 :306

? Case of competitive actions. Let a and a? two actions concurrent for the realization of an effet/event e. We307
have two possibilities for the choice of the actions.308

Temporal choice (i) Case where actions do not start at the same time but the agent is interested by the first309
achieved action, (ii) Case where actions start at the same time but the the agent selects the action which spends310
less time (the least durative action), (iii) Emergency case: the agent must choose the most urgent action.311

Economic choice (i) The agent is interested by the least expensive action in carried out independently of time,312
(ii) The agent is interested by the simplest action in carried out independently of time.313
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